Outpost Has Annual Banquet

One of the important events each year at Clinch Valley College is the Outpost Banquet—the Outpost being the yearbook which records the photograph of students and faculty and the important student events during the year—a record of happy memories.

Anticipation is always being generated regarding whom the staff will dedicate the book. Thomas D. Robinson, head of the Mathematics Department was honored with the obligatory first copy of the Outpost.

"Because—he is always eager to listen, to question, and to play with ideas...We, the Student body of Clinch Valley College, dedicate to you, Mr. Thomas D. Robinson, the 1965-66 Outpost...Miss Nancy Dorton, editor.”
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Wanting—Baby Sitters

Students of Clinch Valley College screen that they are treated like “babies and infants.” Well, some of our students have “diaper” tendencies, and I assume you need frequent care. Such “infantile” practices as flying trash cans of water in the night definitely inform the faculty and administration that it is aproaching necessity to order an other shipment of “diapers.”

Some Dorm students have valid and genuine complaints: numerous celebrations of their birthday, noisy card games, spinning pop bottles in the halls, and screaming after midnight. We don’t mind soft bellowing, but screaming?—maybe they need their bottle and a fresh “diaper.”

If our “infants” do not begin to mankind seriously, it appears that “Mummy and Da Da” care will be necessary for some of their “infants.”

We have been informed that Uncle Sam also provides “pins for the diapers.”

Cotton can be constructed to give warmth without weight.
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Complaints And Comments

As this article is being written the campaign for student council office is in full swing, with posters, signed posters, and yard signs. If you are a member of CYC, please support the candidates. When you see these signs, take the time to talk to the candidate and find out their ideas. If you have any questions, please ask them.

Public Opinion

One of the most important functions of a newspaper is to report public opinion. We have heard various viewpoints about the candidates. However, it would be unfair to report these comments as the only ones. In order to find out how the customs of the candidates feel about the quality of the foods, the prices, etc., we have made the following form. We should like each person who is a regular customer to the cafeteria to fill out one of the following forms, checking good, fair, or poor, for each item, and return to the box in front of the Dean of Student's Office. The more people who fill out this form, the better will be the findings will be. When we have received enough forms, we will compile the opinions and report them in the paper.

In Clinch Valley's Class of 1965

Happy Birthday, Roy Wonder. (Better late than never. Considering our usual publication schedule, this is amusing.) The Highland Cavalier salutes you! Aren't you glad?
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PHOTOGRAPHY OF DISTINCTION

PANGLES

FOR WOMEN ONLY

Every woman owes it to herself to look her best at all times with the right clothes and accessories. A smart woman finds what she can afford that will enhance her figure. She is always modifying her styling with general trends. This not only applies to T-shirts, sweaters, trousers, and blouses, but also to colors. One must choose colors that match as colors are just as important as the style of the garment. Women's hair has been affected greatly by color in the last few years and is reflected in every clothing store from clothing to home appliances.

Certain brands such as Jonathan Logan (America's most popular adored dress) and Carol Rogers (America's best-selling dress) are always leaders in style and price.

Other garments always look better when they are buttoned up. The most comfortable undergarments, Fauxes (America's most highly advertised undergarments), Lovable and Movie Star (America's most popular undergarments) give the smart, lightly made garments a fitted quality. Sales at the Wise Baptist Church, the accompanying will be Wise Nancy Countess of Wise, the wise lady--sponsored to attend the concert.

Say It With Flowers

GOOD FAIR POOR

MEATS

HAMBURGERS

LAMB

SALT PEPPER

BREADS

DESSERTS

SHORT SHIRTS

VARIETY

PIECES

SERVICE

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:

Clinch Valley Student Union.

Cantata, May 21

The Baptist Student Unio.

Clinch Valley College will present the classics, Shall

Glorious King, by John Pinderston

Saturday evening, May 21, at 8:00, at the Wise Baptist

Church. The Director of the concert will be Dr. Chester Russell,

Minister of Music at the Wise Baptist Church.

The accompaniment will be Wise Nancy Countess of Wise, the wise lady--sponsored to attend the concert.